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Igor Fedorov

Igor Fedorov is a member of the ARM Machine 
Learning Lab, working on neural network 
optimization for ARM hardware. His work covers 
network pruning, quantization, and architecture 
search methods. Prior to ARM, Igor completed a PhD 
in Electrical Engineering at the University of California 
San-Diego, working on Bayesian learning algorithms 
for signal processing.
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• Pruning
• I. Fedorov et al., “TinyLSTMs: Efficient Neural Speech Enhancement for Hearing Aids,” Arxiv ’20

• Quantization
• J. Fernandez-Marques et al., “Searching for Winograd-aware Quantized Networks,” MLSys ’20
• Z.G. Liu & M. Mattina, ”Learning low-precision neural networks without straight-through estimator (ste),” IJCAI ’19

• Noise-robust ML
• C. Zhou et al., “Noisy Machines: Understanding Noisy Neural Networks and Enhancing Robustness to Analog Hardware Errors 

Using Distillation,” Arxiv ’20

• RNN compression
• U. Thakker et al., “Compressing rnns for iot devices by 15-38x using kronecker products,” Arxiv ’19

• Efficient HW for ML application
• P. N. Whatmough et al., “FixyNN: Efficient Hardware for Mobile Computer Vision via Transfer Learning,” MLSys ‘19
• Z. Liu et al., “Systolic Tensor Array: An Efficient Structured-Sparse GEMM Accelerator for Mobile CNN Inference,” IEEE 

Computer Architecture Letters ‘20

https://www.arm.com/resources/research/ml

https://www.arm.com/resources/research/ml
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Overview

• Motivation
• Pervasiveness and limitations of microcontroller units (MCUs)
• Implications for CNNs on MCUs

• Black-box multi-objective optimization
• Neural architecture search (NAS)
• Pruning 
• Quantization
• Lamarckian evolution and weight sharing

• Results



Motivation
• Around 50 billion MCU chips 

shipped in ‘19, compared to 100 
million GPUs shipped in ‘18

• Challenges to deployment on MCUs: power consumption, latency, memory
• Limited read-only (flash) memory
• Limited RAM memory
• Example: Arduino Uno has 2KB Flash and 2KB RAM

• CNNs are great at classification tasks, but:
• Large model size
• Large feature maps
• LeNet requires: 420 KB flash & 391 KB RAM

• Some have proposed moving away from CNNs on MCUs
• Pruned decision trees (Kumar et al., ICML ‘17)
• Compressed KNN (Gupta et al., ICML ‘17)



CNN design as multi-objective optimization

• Leverage network optimization 
tools to find CNNs that satisfy 
HW constraints

• Neural architecture search
• Depth, width, resolution, 

connectivity, operators

• Pruning
• Random weight pruning

• Channel/neuron pruning

• Quantization
• Pareto optimality



Multi-objective optimization using random scalarizations

• We want to find the Pareto frontier for 

• Tchebychev scalarization: 

• Each choice of 𝜆 corresponds to a different point on the frontier

• At each iteration, sample 𝜆 randomly

• Preferences encoded by changing support of the distribution over 𝜆

• In practice, we don’t know 𝑓𝑘(𝑥)

• Use a Bayesian model!

Paria et al., “A Flexible Framework for Multi-Objective Bayesian Optimization using 
Random Scalarizations,” UAI ‘19



System 
overview



Speeding up the search

• Network morphism

• Generate new proposals by 
slightly perturbing sampled 
configurations

• Inherit weights

• Less epochs

• 2-8x faster search

• Generate proposals only from 
the current Pareto frontier



Search space



Models 
optimized for 
number of 
parameters



Models optimized for number of parameters



Models optimized for total memory footprint



Is it better to prune a large model or start 
with a small model? SpArSe can do both!



Ablation study



Latency and power measurements

• Bonsai figures not directly comparable because it operates on features, not 
raw data

• A recent related work, MODC [25], is considerably slower than SpArSe, at 
684 ms for MNIST on the Arduino Uno

• Although it may be too early to say if CNN latency/power consumption can 
meet application requirements, we hope this work provides much needed 
data to start to answer this question.



Conclusion

• While ubiquitous, MCUs have been largely ignored by ML researchers

• We target MCUs for deployment of ML, enabling future IoT products and 
usecases

• Contrary to previous assertions, it is in fact possible to design CNNs for 
MCUs with as little as 2KB RAM

• SpArSe optimizes CNNs for the multiple constraints of MCU hardware 
platforms, finding models that are both smaller and more accurate than 
previous SOTA non-CNN models across a range of standard datasets

• Thanks to Michael Bartling, Patrick Hansen, and Neil Tan for their help in 
model deployment.
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